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Abstract 

The attitude monitoring and controlling (AMC) technology of backfilling support is critical for the 

development of unmanned mining. However, the underground products need to meet the explosion-

proof requirements, which made new AMC methods hard to be tested. To solve this problem, an AMC 

method was proposed, and the multi-software co-simulation technology was applied to study the 

automatic attitude adjustment behaviour of support. Firstly, the AMC mathematical model of the 

support was established. Secondly, the mechanical-hydraulic co-simulation (MHC) model was 

constructed using ADAMS and AMESim. The co-simulation model rationality was analysed by 

comparing various action sequences. Finally, by introducing an attitude calculator into the MHC 

model, the pose adjustment performance of the support was tested. Results show that the coupling 

action of the leg and equilibrium jack causes the support system vibration. The proposed AMC method 

can achieve the precise support attitude control. The cumulative leg action error is ± 0.3 mm, while 

that of the equilibrium jack is ± 2 mm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Energy is the key factor driving economic development. Although Chinese economic growth 

has recently slowed down, China remains the largest energy consumer in the world. In 2018, 

its energy consumption for 24 % of global consumption. When considering energy generation 

sources, coal still has a leading role in Chinese energy consumption, accounting for more than 

55 % of the energy consumption [1, 2]. Thus, underground coal automation and intelligent 

mining technology are critical for the development of the coal industry. 

      Hydraulic support is one of the fundamental tools for underground coal mining. In the 

underground mining process, there are two main methods of goaf management – caving 

method and backfilling method [3]. The latter, as a representative of green mining, is a 

dominant development direction of the coal industry. It reduces the damage to the mining area 

environment and can effectively prevent the dynamic roof disaster [4, 5]. Compared with the 

conventional hydraulic support, in addition to roof supporting task, the backfilling support has 

a unique tamping process. The backfilling support tamping process increases the support 

mechanism redundancy, and reduces the working face advancing efficiency; therefore, its 

application is limited. Additionally, the backfilling support working attitude also affects its 

supporting performance [6, 7]. 

      By studying the attitude monitoring and controlling (AMC) technology of backfilling 

support, it is possible to ensure that the support rapidly fits the roof; therefore, significantly 
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improving its action efficiency and automation level. Moreover, such studies can also benefit 

the absolute positioning of mining equipment, improve the mining equipment operation 

information transparency. 

2. STATE OF THE ART 

Many scholars have studied the AMC technology of hydraulic support, attempting to improve 

the support attitude predictability and controllability. Ge et al. and Xie et al. [8, 9] developed 

a virtual-reality attitude adjustment model of four-leg hydraulic support by using Unity 3D. 

By analysing the relationship between the virtual roof and canopy, the action information 

required for the support can be calculated. Zhang et al., Yang et al. and Wang et al. [10-12] 

proposed similar relative attitude monitoring methods using a hydraulic reference support as a 

benchmark, the relative position and attitude were measured by placing the lidar testing 

device between the adjacent supports. Based on the attitude information between the adjacent 

supports, the absolute support group attitude is found inversely. However, due to many 

working face supports, the relative attitude monitoring produces a significant cumulative 

error. Thus, Liang et al. [13] proposed an absolute attitude monitoring method based on 

optical fibre sensing technology. The real-time canopy attitude monitoring was realised by 

arranging a fibre Bragg grating tilt sensor on the support canopy. Furthermore, Cui and Asl 

[14, 15] proposed position tracking method for multi-bar mechanism, by placing sensors on 

the mechanism and combining them with a Kalman filtering method, the stable output of the 

mechanism position was achieved. 

      In recent years, the rapid development of computer technology led to a wide application 

of co-simulation technology for solving multi-domain problems. Mezyk et al. proposed a 

discrete electromechanical co-simulation (EMC) method for continuous mining machine [16]. 

Firstly, the authors established the continuous miner cutting model with LS-DYNA. The 

obtained cutting loads were applied to the electrical drive model, allowing the analysis of 

continuous miner non-linear vibration behaviour. In papers [17-20] the researchers adopted 

real-time EMC methods to study robot motion control problems. They used ADAMS to build 

the mechanical part and MATLAB to establish the robot electrical drive controller, allowing 

them to realise the precise motion control of manipulator/robot. Yang et al. and Liu et al. 

[21, 22] proposed a real-time mechanical-hydraulic co-simulation (MHC) method for 

hydraulic pumps. The pump mechanical transmission system was established using ADAMS, 

while the hydraulic drive system was developed using AMESim. The hydraulic pump flow 

pulsation characteristics were both analysed and optimised. 

      The above-referenced studies indicate that the existing AMC technology has mostly 

adopted both theoretical analyses and experimental tests. However, the attitude variables and 

attitude decision variables were not clearly defined; therefore, the existing methods cannot 

effectively guide the support attitude reverse control. At the same time, industrial support 

tests are very expensive due to the environmental, economic, and other factors. Thus, it is 

necessary to develop a co-simulation platform for support. In the existing research, practically 

MHC methods were reported, while none of them refers to hydraulic support. 

      Therefore, in this study, the attitude variables and support decision variables were 

analysed from the mechanism viewpoint. Additionally, the AMC model for backfilling 

support was established. The MHC support model was developed by using ADAMS, 

AMESim. By comparing various support action sequences, the rationality and vibration 

characteristics of the MHC model were analysed. Finally, an attitude calculator was built 

based on the AMC mathematical model. By introducing the calculator into the MHC model, 

the performance of the AMC method was tested. This study provides novel solutions for both 

the automation and intelligent control technology of backfilling support attitude. 
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      The remainder of this study is organised as follows. A theoretical analysis of the AMC for 

the support is presented in Section 3. The MHC support model was established in the same 

section, as well as three MHC simulation schemes. The MHC model dynamic response 

analyses carried out under different schemes and the AMC method performance tests are 

presented in Section 4. Finally, summary and conclusions are included in Section 5. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1  Theoretical analysis of the AMC for backfilling support 

In this study, a ZC 7000/20/40 type backfilling support was taken as an example (the skeleton 

model is shown in Fig. 1). Parts designated from 1 to 7 (on the left side) belong to the front 

canopy side (FCS), while the parts between 5 and 11 (right) belong to the rear canopy side 

(RCS). The DOF of both support sides can be found using Eq. (1). 

)1)(6(
1 =

+−−−=
g

i is fgnf   (1) 

where, fs is the mechanism DOF, λ is the constraint, fi is the DOF of the ith kinematic pair, n 

and g are numbers of structural members and kinematic pairs, respectively. 

 

Figure 1: Plane projection model of backfilling support. 

      Therefore, the FCS and RCS support degrees of freedom can be expressed using Eqs. (2) 

and (3), respectively. 
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      Once the FCS attitude is determined, the RCS degrees of freedom will be reduced to 2. 

Therefore, in order to realise the support AMC, it is desirable to define the front canopy angle 

(ε) and the rear bar angle (θ0) as the attitude variables, while the leg length (lz) and 

equilibrium jack (lq) are chosen as the attitude decision variables. On the RCS, the rear 

canopy angle (ε2) and tamping jack (θh) are attitude variables, while the rear leg length (lz2) 

and diagonal jack (lt) are as attitude decision variables. The parametric support model is 

shown in Fig. 2. l1 ⁓ l14 is the length of each support part, and θ1 ⁓ θ14 are the angles between 

said parts. Both are either known or intermediate variables. In the attitude monitoring phase, 

lz, lq, lz2 and lt are known, while ε, θ0, ε2 and θh are unknown variables. 

      According to the backfilling support deformation characteristics, the FCS attitude 

monitoring equation is expressed as Eq. (4). 
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 a) Length variables  b) Angle variables 

Figure 2: Parametric model of backfilling support. 
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where, lzx and lzy are the horizontal and vertical leg length components, respectively. Eq. (4) is 

a system of non-linear equations, meaning that its numerical solution can be found using the 

interpolation method [23]. On the RCS, there is no evident restraint between the rear leg and 

diagonal jack. Once the FCS attitude is determined, the RCS will degenerate into a serial 

mechanism. Since the tamping mechanism drive chain in RCS is very long, the coordinate 

method was adopted to solve θh. Finally, the RCS attitude monitoring equation is expressed as 

follows. 
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where, Px, Py, Qx and Qy are the point P and point Q coordinates. After the target FCS attitude 

is determined, the target length of each support driving cylinder can be predicted. This 

enables the cylinders to rapidly adjust the FCS to fit the roof precisely; therefore, it is possible 

to realise the rapid support of the surrounding rock. The FCS attitude control model is 

expressed as follows. 
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      Similarly, the RCS attitude control equation is established using the coordinate method. 
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3.2  Preparing the co-simulation platform 

The real-time support co-simulation platform is constructed by combining ADAMS, 

AMESim, and MATLAB. Data transmission (force, displacement, and velocity) and co-

simulation of the model is implemented using MATLAB. Since the support load is relatively 

low, all support parts were considered as rigid to accelerate the simulation speed [24, 25]. 

Furthermore, since there was no evident constraint relationship between the RCS cylinders, 
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only the FCS numerical model was established. The resulting support mechanical model 

developed using ADAMS is shown in Fig. 3. The base was defined as fixed, all support 

cylinders were defined as sliding pairs, and remaining parts were defined by using the rotating 

pair. Additionally, marker points were established to define the interaction variables, as 

shown in Table I. 

 

Figure 3: The FCS mechanical model of backfilling support (ADAMS). 

Table I: Mechanical sub-system of backfill hydraulic support variables. 

Variable definition 
Output variable Input variable 

Displacement Velocity Force 

Left leg 
First stage L_D1 L_V1 L_F1 

Second stage L_D2 L_V2 L_F2 

Right leg 
First stage R_D1 R_V1 R_F1 

Second stage R_D2 R_V2 R_F2 

Left equilibrium jack E_LD E_LV E_LF 

Right equilibrium jack E_RD E_RV E_RF 

      The principle diagram of the FCS support hydraulic system is shown in Fig. 4 a. The relief 

valves FAD 250/50 and FAD 100/50 are used to protect both the leg and equilibrium jack. 

The pilot check valve FDY 400/50 and hydraulic two-way lock TMF – DSP (80/50)A are 

used to limit the oil flow direction. L_CS, R_CS, EL_CS, and ER_CS represent the control 

signal of left leg, right leg, left equilibrium jack, and right equilibrium jack directional valves. 

The hydraulic simulation model established in AMESim is shown in Fig. 4 b. 

  
 a) Hydraulic system principle diagram  b) Hydraulic simulation model in AMESim 

Figure 4: Hydraulic system principle diagram of the FCS. 
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3.3  MHC model for the backfilling support 

Based on the mechanical and hydraulic system models outlined in Section 3.2, the MHC 

model was established (shown in Fig. 5). The AMESim solver adopted the regular Euler-

Lagrange method, with calculated tolerance of 1e-5. The variable step-size function ode45 

was selected as the solver (MATLAB). Data interaction interval between the three software 

was 0.005 s. Meanwhile, three different action sequences were developed to evaluate the 

MHC co-simulation platform feasibility (Fig. 6). 

 

Figure 5: MHC model for backfilling support. 

   
 a) Scheme 1  b) Scheme 2  c) Scheme 3 

Figure 6: The leg and equilibrium jack valve control signal. 

3.4  AMC performance test model 

An AMC calculator was established according to Eq. (6), and then brought into MHC model 

to replace the artificial signal builder to obtain the AMC performance test model (as shown in 

Fig. 7). When the upper computer inputs the support attitude signal, the calculator will 

provide the target lengths of driving cylinders, and then compares it with the current ADAMS 

output attitude, and then exports the valve control signal to adjust the support attitude. 

 

Figure 7: AMC performance test model based on MHC model. 
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4. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1  Result analysis of scheme 1 for MHC model 

Fig. 8 shows the dynamic response of the mechanical and hydraulic support systems for 

scheme 1 signal input. Complete support lifting process can be divided into three phases. The 

first phase includes the initial lifting (0 s to 6.3 s); at 0 s, the first leg stage starts moving 

under the oil action. The stable action pressure is 0.88 MPa (34514 N). After the first stage 

cylinder reaches the stroke end (970 mm), the pressure in the first stage cylinder increases 

until the bottom valve is opened (5.5 MPa). Finally, the first and second stage cylinder 

pressures stabilise at 9.14 MPa and 2.99 MPa, respectively. This includes both the bottom 

valve cracking pressure of 5.5 MPa and valve flow pressure loss of 0.6 MPa. When the 

second cylinder reaches the stroke, the support enters the load-bearing stage. This stage lasts 

until the first stage cylinder pressure reaches 37.38 MPa. After 8 s, the directional valve is 

switched to the middle position and the support disconnected from the pump. Although the 

directional equilibrium jack valve is locked at this moment, its pressure continually changes 

due to the leg action influence – the resultant force is mainly stable at 5205 N. At 10 s, the 

directional leg valves open in reverse and the support enter the unloading stage. Due to the 

flow capacity limitation of the pilot check valve, despite the rodless chamber output flowrate 

reaching 1035.7 L/min and the return pressure of up to 37.6 MPa, the rod chamber inlet 

flowrate is only 90 L/min. Thus, it is necessary to include a special return valve to achieve 

rapid support unloading. 

     
 a) Leg displacement response  b) Leg pressure response   c) Equilibrium jack pressure response 

     
 d) Leg and equilibrium jack force  e) Leg hinge point force responses  f) Displacement responses of  

   responses   structural parts 

Figure 8: Dynamic response results of support mechanical and hydraulic systems. 

4.2  Result analysis of scheme 2 for MHC model 

In scheme 1, the support is not going through the initial gravity balance stage. When 

compared with scheme 1, scheme 2 includes the initial gravity balance stage (3 s). The 

displacement and pressure response results of the leg and equilibrium jack are compared (see 

Fig. 9). It is apparent that in the initial gravity balance stage, there is no support oil input, 

meaning that the leg system has a more considerable vibration. After the initial gravity 

balance stage, the pressure response fluctuation of the leg and equilibrium jack in scheme 2 is 
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smaller than scheme 1. However, once the system is stable, the support leg system and the 

equilibrium jack system responses show good convergence consistency, proving that the 

proposed MHC method has good reproducibility. 

    
 a) Leg displacement  b) Leg pressure  c) Equilibrium jack pressure 

Figure 9: Result comparison between scheme 2 and scheme 1. 

4.3  Result analysis of scheme 3 for MHC model 

Scheme 3 aimed to test the action fluency of the whole support system. The rated oil supply 

of the equilibrium jack pump is 15 L/min. The pilot check valve flow rate is 50 L/min. The 

support system dynamic response under the scheme 3 is shown in Fig. 10. As shown, leg 

displacement is mainly consistent with scheme 1 during the first 4 seconds. Then, the 

directional leg valve switches to the middle position. During this period, the equilibrium jack 

can act freely independently of the leg movement. 

      It is worth noting that the system vibrations cannot be ignored when the oil is pumped into 

the rodless chamber of the equilibrium jack (12 s to 20 s). After analysing the pressure 

changes of the leg and equilibrium jack, the support vibration originates from the equilibrium 

jack at 10 s. By debugging the equilibrium jack using AMESim, the authors found that the 

vibration is caused by the frequent opening and closing of the two-way hydraulic lock. Fig. 11 

illustrates the response results after increasing the flow pressure of the hydraulic lock. It can 

be noted that after increasing the flow pressure, the vibration phenomenon is effectively 

filtered out. Due to the load on the equilibrium jack is minimal (5000 kN), therefore, the 

equilibrium jack cannot establish the effective working pressure. When the gravity load and 

potential inertial energy are introduced, the equilibrium jack system displays strong vibration. 

By increasing the hydraulic lock flow pressure, the pressure between the input and output 

ends of the hydraulic lock will be more stable. 

   
 a) Displacement response  b) Pressure response  c) Flowrate response 

Figure 10: Comparison of results between scheme 2 and scheme 1. 

4.4  Result analysis for AMC performance test model 

In section 4.3, the rationality of the MHC platform is analysed. In this section, the attitude 

calculator is introduced to the MHC platform to adjust the support attitude. Fig. 12 shows the 

target length of the leg and equilibrium jack calculated by the attitude calculator after 
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inputting θ0 and ε. The control signal response of directional valves and displacement 

response results of the leg and equilibrium jack are shown in Fig. 13. 

      As can be seen, at 0 s, lz is equal to 1212 mm, and lq is 1625 mm, which has a significant 

gap from the target attitude. The calculator outputs the maximum control signal (40 mA). By 

observing the directional valve action efficiency, it is clear that due to the higher quality and 

higher working pressure of the leg, a small amplitude vibration appears once the leg reaches 

the target attitude (4.9 s and 6.9 s). Then, the accuracies of leg and equilibrium jack were 

observed. The expected leg output lengths are 2939 mm and 3100 mm at 6.5 s and 15 s, 

respectively, while the actual lengths are 2938.7 mm and 3100.3 mm. At 5 s, 8 s, and 15 s, the 

expected output lengths of the equilibrium jack are 1055.25 mm, 950 mm, and 1100 mm 

(corresponding measured lengths are 228.6 mm, 123.35 mm, and 273.35 mm), while the 

actual equilibrium jack lengths are 230.58 mm, 125.17 mm, and 271.51 mm. During the 

whole period, the cumulative average leg error is ± 0.3 mm, with action error less than 0.03 % 

and calculation error is less than 0.01 %. The cumulative average equilibrium jack error is 

± 2 mm, with action error less than 1.6 % and calculation error less than 0.21 %. Thus, the 

proposed AMC method and MHC system have a high calculation and control accuracies. 

  

Figure 11: Equilibrium jack system response  Figure 12: Digital engineering for productivity 

 after increasing the flow pressure. improvement. 

  
 a) Control signal response of the valves b) Displacement response of the cylinders 

Figure 13: Response of the AMC performance test model. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The method for AMC analysis was proposed based on the investigation of backfilling support 

deformation characteristics in the lifting process. Additionally, the MHC platform was built 

based on multi-software co-simulation. The AMC feasibility and the factors influencing the 

system vibration were analysed and discussed. Based on the findings, the following 

conclusions were drawn: 

      (1) Based on AMESim, ADAMS, and MATLAB, the MHC support platform was built. 

By varying reference groups, support operation characteristics considering gravity load, non-
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gravity load, and simultaneous action of both the leg and equilibrium jack were analysed and 

discussed. The results show that the MHC platform is reliable and has good reproducibility. 

The simulation results describe the real support action well, thus laying a good foundation for 

the AMC performance test. 

      (2) The action coupling effect of the leg and equilibrium jack has a negative impact on the 

support stability. Moreover, due to the smaller cylinder diameter, the equilibrium jack is 

characterised by higher pressure and flow vibration. By increasing the flow pressure or setting 

a back pressure on the two-way hydraulic lock, the equilibrium jack system can establish a 

higher initial attitude adjustment pressure; therefore, reducing the vibration. 

      (3) During the whole attitude adjustment period, the cumulative leg action error is 

± 0.3 mm, equating to the leg error rate below 0.03 %. In equilibrium jack, cumulative action 

error is ± 2 mm, with an error rate below 0.16 %. Therefore, the proposed AMC method can 

achieve precise support attitude control. 

      An MHC model of backfilling support attitude adjustment is established in this study, and 

the AMC method rationality is tested. However, hydraulic support is a complex assembly. 

The change in the hinge joint clearance will also affect the support position, which was not 

considered in this study. Thus, in the future, the influence of hinge point clearance should be 

considered, aiming to establish a more comprehensive support attitude adjustment model. 

Finally, the fusion of attitude information between supports should be considered. 
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